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TWO NOTES ON ACKERMANN'S SET THEORY

JOHN LAKE

We give solutions to two problems which concern Ackermann's set
theory, A.* This theory was introduced in [l] and it is now formulated in
the first-order predicate calculus with identity, using e for membership and
an individual constant, V, for the class of all sets. We use the letters φ, Φ,
0, and X to stand for formulae which do not contain V and capital Greek
letters to stand for any formulae. Then the axioms of A are the universal
closures of

Al Vt(tex<r+tey)->x =y,
A2 3zVt(tez*->teV*Θ),
A3 xe VΛ(£ exvVu(uet -> u ex)) -* te V,
A4 x,yeV Λ W(*(tf, y, t) -»t e V) -> 3z e VVt(tez<r+y(χy yf t)),

where all free variables are shown in A4 and z does not occur in the Θ of
A2. A* is A augmented by the axiom

A5 x e V Λ3M U ex —> 3uex Vt eu t f[χ.

Firstly, we shall solve a problem from [3], by extending some of the
work on permutation models (see [2], for instance) to models of A.

Definition 1 A functional formula y = F(x) is said to be a permutation if it
represents a bijection of the universe onto itself. If y = F(x) is a permuta-
tion then we write x eF y for F(x) e y and ΦF for the formula Φ with all
instances of e replaced by eF.

Theorem 2 If y = F(x) is a functional e-formula such that

(i) F is a permutation,
(ii) xe V iff F(x)eV9

then we can interpret A in A using eP for the membership relation and V
forV.
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Proof: Firstly, note that x eF V <->F(ΛΓ) e V <-># e V, and we often use this in
showing that the interpretations of the axioms hold.

(A1)F Extensionality holds as F is a bijection.

{A2)P We show that 3z Vt(t ePz^>t e V ΛΦ F ). By A2 and (ii) 3zVp(pe
z<r^3teV(p= F(t) A^fp)). Then £eF z <->F(t) e z<r+te V ΛΦ F , as required.

(A3)F We first ly show that xeFyeV -* xeV. xeFy -* F(x) e y -* F(x) e V —

x e V by A 3 and (ii). Now it r e m a i n s to show that

Vt(tePx-*tePy)AyeV -*xeV.

Vt{tePx — t eF y) -> W (F(ί) € # — .F(f) e 3>) by definition,
-*x C y by (ii),
-» AT e V by A3.

(A 4)F Suppose that ^ y e V and Vt(φF(x, y, t) -» ίe V), and we show that
3* eVVt(teF z<r+φF(χ9 y, t)). Let ψ(#, y, «) be the formula 3t(p = F(ί) A
ΦF(X> y> t)) and then from (ii) we get Vp(fy(x, y, p) —* peV). Then, byA4,
3ze VVp(pez<^>Φ(x, y, p). Now, teF z <-+F(t) e z <-+φP(xf y, t)9 so that
(A4)F holds. Q.E.D.

Question 4.24(c) of [3] asks "If we add the following schema of
downward reflection to A, then do we get A*?

DR If φ has exactly two free variables, then y e V Λ φ(V, y) —> 3x e V φ(x, y)."

We shall answer this question negatively, provided that ZF is con-
sistent. From [3], the consistency of ZF implies the consistency of A* and
A* HDR SO that it suffices to give an interpretation of A + DR in A + DR in
such a way that the interpretation of A5 fails. We do this as follows:

Let y = F(x) be a functional €-formula which says that

F(Ί2) = {72},
F({72}) = 72,

and

F(x) = x, otherwise.

F obviously satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2 so that result shows that
we can interpret A in A + DR, using eF for membership. An instance of
(DR)F becomes

ye V *φF(V,y) — 3xe VφF(x, y).

This is just another instance of DR so that we can interpret A + DR in
A + DR, using eF for membership. The interpretation of A5 does not hold
as xeF {72} <r*F(x) e {12}<^>F(x) = 72<-»ΛΓ = {72}, as required.

Now we shall consider an extension of A which was suggested by Wang.
On page 428 of [4] he suggests that it might be possible to allow any
formula to occur in A4 if we modify the axiom to
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A4W x, ye V Λ W ( Φ ( * , y, t) — * € V ) Λ 3 * € V 1Φ(^, y, ί) —

3zeVVt(tez ±*Φ(z,u, t)),

where all free variables are shown. He also mentions that it might be
necessary to add the existence of the empty set as an axiom, but it is
straightforward to check that there is a model of such axioms in which
V = {φ}. However, Theorem 3 shows that if we add an axiom asserting the
existence of at least two sets, then the theory becomes inconsistent.

Theorem 3 The theory with axioms Al, A2, A3, A4 , and 3xeV3yeVxφy
is inconsistent.

Proof: In this theory we firstly prove

VxtV xfίx. (*)

Suppose that 3xeVxex and let Φ(x) be the formula xeVΛXjίx. Then, by
Λ4w, z = {t\te V Λtjίt}e V, but z ez <-> z jίz, so that (*) holds. From (*), we
know that

V/V. (**)

Let x e V and we can suppose that x Φ φ. Using t Φ t in A4W> we see that
φ e V. Let Φi(0 be the formula teVλtΦφ, so that by A4W zr ={x\x eV *x Φ
φ}eV. L e t Ψ2(t) b e tez'vt = φ. T h e n Vt(*2(t) -* teV), z'jίz' b y (*) a n d
zr Φ 0 by our assumption that there are at least two sets. Hence we can use
^ 2 in A4W and this gives {x \x e zf vx = φ}e V, i.e., V e V, and this contradicts
(**). Q.E.D.
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